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Maritime Innovation Expo: Updated Programme 
 
Hosts: Henning Kinkhorst, Managing Partner, von Beust & Coll. International 

Tessa Rodewaldt, Managing Director, German Maritime LNG Platform  

 
5 p.m.    Arrival and registration 

Welcome drinks are served 
 

5.30 p.m.  Welcome 
by Ole von Beust, former Mayor of the City State of Hamburg and Initiator 
of the German Maritime LNG Platform 

 

5.35 p.m.  Discussing maritime innovation 
Suvi Hakkala, Manager Venturing - Scouting, Digital Ventures, Wärtsilä 
Kees-Willem Koorneef, Director, PortXL 
Jörg Langkabel, Director DNV GL, Germany Area 
 

 
 

5.50 p.m.  Pitching: start-ups and scale-ups 
 

From 6.50 p.m. Break 
 

7 p.m.   Individual matchmaking sessions @Maritime Innovation Expo 
 

7.30 p.m.  Networking, Food & Drinks 
 

Participating Start-ups and Scale-ups 

 Bunker Connect, Digital Bunker Solutions 
 Cargo Ledger B.V., Digital Transformation of the supply chain with Blockchain for logistics 
 Delta Cygni Labs, POINTR, professional remote collaboration solution for mission critical 
applications: energy, machine building, maritime 

 eConowind, Green shipping and renewable energy, Windpropulsion for ships 
 Flower Turbines LLC, World-leading technology advance in small wind turbines 
 MedAssist.online, Vital medical Skills - Instantly 
 NautilusLog, event-based app for tracking, reporting, and collaboration between “ship & shore” 
 Planys Technologies, Oil and Gas, Underwater Robotic Inspection Solutions 
 RanMarine technology, Ecology: Monitoring and Maintaining the water health by robots 
 Sea Machines Robotics, Enhancing safety, efficiency and capability: autonomous workboats 
 Semiotic Labs Technologies, Smart Condition Monitoring solution for rotating equipment 
 sHYp B.V., Green shipping and renewable energy, creates green hydrogen from water 
 Verton Group, Risk management of crane operations 

 
 

https://bunkerconnect.com/
https://cargoledger.nl/
https://www.deltacygnilabs.com/
https://www.econowind.nl/
https://www.flowerturbines.com/
http://www.nautiluslog.com/de/index.html
http://www.planystech.com/
https://www.ranmarine.io/
https://sea-machines.com/
https://www.semioticlabs.com/en/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cfpositivecapitalcorppbc/
https://www.verton.com.au/
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About 

The Organisers 
 
German Maritime LNG Platform, Hamburg/Berlin 
The German Maritime LNG Platform has worked towards establishing LNG as a marine fuel in sea and 
inland shipping and as an energy source in ports since 2014, specifically with a view to creating 
favourable market conditions for the use of LNG in the maritime sector. 
The Platform has nearly 100 members and partners, among them ports, shipping and technology 
companies, infrastructure providers, suppliers, classification societies, shipyards and shipping and 
environmental organisations and associations. It successfully operates as a partner to both political and 
sector stakeholders, often acting as a broker between them. In particular, it closely co-operates with 
the Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital Infrastructure and the Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Energy to develop a strategy for the maritime use of LNG in Germany. 
 
The Netherlands Business Support Office (NBSO) 
The Netherlands Business Support Office is an international trade office, part of the Dutch 
government’s Ministry of Economic and Foreign Affairs operating through the Dutch embassy network 
in Germany. NBSOs focus on providing advice and practical support to SMEs and knowledge institutes 
in sustainable, innovative and international business sectors. This also includes organizing promotional 
events in trade missions. The NBSO Hamburg has its focus on a wide variety of different industry 
sectors, including maritime, aerospace and renewable energy. 
 
PortXL, Rotterdam 
PortXL is the World’s 1st Port & Maritime Accelerator and unique in its kind. We partner with leading 
companies, organisations and individuals around the globe, from Antwerp to Singapore. Our aim is to 
accelerate innovative companies in ports all over the world. 
PortXL focuses on building an ecosystem that creates value for all stakeholders. 
 

Event Partners 
Wärtsilä Germany 
Wärtsilä is a global leader in smart technologies and complete lifecycle solutions for the marine and energy 
markets. By emphasising sustainable innovation, total efficiency and data analytics, Wärtsilä maximises the 
environmental and economic performance of the vessels and power plants of its customers. In 2018, Wärtsilä’s 
net sales totalled EUR 5.2 billion. Wärtsilä employs 19,000 people worldwide. It has a presence in more than 80 
countries and over 200 locations. 

 
Host 
DNV GL 
DNV GL is the world’s leading classification society and a recognized advisor for the maritime industry. We 
enhance safety, quality, energy efficiency and environmental performance of the global shipping industry – 
across all vessel types and offshore structures. We invest heavily in research and development to find solutions, 
together with the industry, that address strategic, operational or regulatory challenges. 


